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Paragon city, ri
heheheh...

sh. . .
shh. . .

heheh . . .

steel canyon districton
nooo
no. . .

argh !

uhh.

sin stalker's loft/hq
haha --

-- argh!!

. . . it
hurts !
ahh . . .

ahhh !

aah~shut up!

shut up!!

the "super" hero sin stalker.

argh!!!

aahhh!!!

shutup!

shutup!

noahgh!

ahhkeheh...

obey
chapter
one

hahaha!!!

aha!!
"pain"
written by joseph cohen
written by joseph cohen

sin
sin stalker
stalker and
and stalkling
stalkling created
created by
by joseph
joseph cohen
cohen
manticore
manticore created
created by
by sean
sean michael
michael fish
fish
sister
sister psyche
psyche created
created by
by jack
jack emmert
emmert
biosphere,
biosphere, mr.
mr. cyril
cyril and
and cycorp
cycorp created
created by
by biosphere
biosphere

lady
lady inferus
inferus created
created by
by lady
lady inverus
inverus
omega
omega sector
sector createdy
createdy by
by omega-001
omega-001 and
and cpt.stronghold
cpt.stronghold

*

the following is based off
real RP with manticore on
x~mas morning 2006

it
hurts!
gawd. . .

ahh!

heheh. . .

sh!
shh. . .

quiet. . .
damn it!!
hehehe

augh!
i--aah!
no!

hahahah
ahahehe
hehe. . .
hehe. . .
shh. . .
shh. . . no!

argh,
shut
up!!!

sh, shh. . .
control.
breath -- uh.
control . . .
breathe.

uh. . . shh. . .
hehehe. . .

that's it...
That's it.

The Justice-Knights base ship

a crashed rikti ship left over
from the first rikti war.

now retro-fitted with a mix of
rikti and earth tech. it orbits
earth above paragon city.

the ship's bridge

lady inferus

>beep<
>beep<

>beep<
>beep<

okay... this
should get it
back online...
what
the...

Paragon city, ri
december 25th 2006

christmas morning

4:14 am est
pain.

it's a very
essential thing.

feeling it tells you
something's wrong.

so you
can fix it.

it tells you that
something's
wrong and where.

go
ahead.

>beep<
>beep<

sin stalker,
what are you
doing up ?

>click<
>click<
>click<
>click<
>click<
>click<

just a
second

you were up for
like three days
straight, I
thought I--

>bang!<
>bang!<

~~>bang!<
...sin ?

>bang!<
yeah ?

. . . I thought I
convinced you
to take a break
and sleep ?

i did.

any change
in sister
psyche ?

for five
hours ?!

none and the
freedom phalanx
and vindicators
are still in
europe looking
for who put her in
a coma.
although synapse
has returned to
paragon to help
out statesman
and manticore.

no.

i slept for
three...

sin...

great
i
will...
>sighhh<...
I'm out. I've
got a trip to
take.

go back to
bed sin,
please.

>click<
>click<

...eventually.

yes, this is sin
stalker, what
do you need ?

>beep<
>beep<

>beep<
>beep<

oh, nothing
serious. I know
our super
groups recently
coalitioned.

what now?

>click<
>click<
go
ahead
.

hello?
anyone
there? This
thing on?

you and i seem
to be the only
ones around.

so i wanted to
try out the
coalition
communicator.

this is biosphere
from "omega
sector". anyone
there ?

i'm always
around.

i'm
jewish.

yeah, i'm too
caught up in
my work to
go anywhere
right now.

well i am.

well then
hannukah ?

it's early
and its the
holidays.
that's
already
over.
alot of the hero
community leaves
for family or
friends or
something. plus even more
are gone trying
to help sister
psyche anyway
they can.

any
excuse to
avoid the
folks.

not that i did
anything for
it anyway...

so what about
you ? no
christmas with the
folks either ?

right but you
have any friends
or family to
spend it with ?

yes.
no.

--it's
okay.

unless you count
breaking hellion heads.

i sometimes
overstep--

is there a
reason for
the
questions?

i, uh--sorry.
You're probably
a very secret
identity type of--

--don't worry
about it. did you
need anything ?
otherwise i have
to get back.

well i am over
at atlas park
and wanted to
know if anyone
wanted to join

manticore's

what ?!

that's
okay.

i heard
manticore is
making a speech.

cycorp paragon tower

sir !
mr. cyril !

sir !

the paragon city
branch offices.

sir !

what is
it now ?
manticore,
sir. he's
making some
kind of
announcement
infront of
city hall.

we have

another

situation,
sir.

is
it...

the media are
rushing to the
scene. i, uh...
doesn't look
good, s-sir.

tell me,
do we
still have
91217 ?

yes sir,
of course.

then you
know what
to do.

yes sir,
i... don't
know.

send 91217, the
creature we
captured from the
winter lord...
and send it
to city hall.

hello ladies
and gentlemen.
fellow heroes.

atlas park district
city hall.

most of the
vindicators and
freedom phalanx,
with many other
heroes, are still in
europe searching
for those
responsible for
sister psyche's
coma.

i, manticore, have
decided to make
this announcement
here so that all
can hear.

synapse, statesman, and i
are working hard to pick
up the slack left by the
others but we have
complete confidence in
our fellow hero
community to do the same

that's why i am here for
help. there is a certain
big business, a
corporation that has
done nothing
but the
most villainous acts
behind the scenes.

this
corporation
is cycorp.

so i am asking
you all to be
ready. on call.
uh-oh...

hm...

when the time
comes, the heroes
of this city will
come together as

one.

biosphere i
presume ?

an assault on
the cycorp
tower to expose
and shut them
down for good.
mr. cyril will
learn obedience,
...to the
law.

man~ti~core!
man~ti~core!
man~ti~core!
man~ti~core!
yeah !
manticore !

yes ?
oh.
you must be
sin stalker.
nice to meet
you.

man~ti~core!!
man~ti~core!!
man~ti~core!!
man~ti~core!!
man~ti~core!!
man~ti~core!!

man~ti~core!!
man~ti~core!!
this
isn't
right.

oh? did i
man~ti~core!!
man~ti~core!!
pronounce
your name
wrong ?

man~ti~core!!
man~ti~core!!
honestly. it's
strange for a
hero-veteran
or not-to
publicly target
someone
without evidence.

man~ti~core!!
man~ti~core!!

man~ti~core!!
man~ti~core!!
i mean if you
man~ti~core!!
man~ti~core!!
were going to
no.
Manticore.

man~ti~core!!
man~ti~core!!
ah, yes.

man~ti~core!!
man~ti~core!!

target a
business without
hard evidence,
crey industries
seems the more
likely choice.

man~ti~core!!
man~ti~core!!
man~ti~core!!
man~ti~core!!
man~ti~core!!
man~ti~core!!

plus... honestly it
sounds like a
dictator or
general
amassing an army.

man~ti~core!
man~ti~core!

man~ti~core!
man~ti~core!

yes. what
else ?

jason
smith,
pnn. a few
questions
.

on top of those
things, it's very
out of character
for manticore to
speak publicly.

uh-What are
you getting
because I
don't follow.

man~ti~core!
man~ti~core! man~ti~core!
man~ti~core!

not to mention that
he's staying
afterwards, taking
pictures, giving
autographs and
titles.

man~ti~core!
man~ti~core!
man~ti~core!
man~ti~core!

well sister
psyche is
in a coma.

man~ti~core!
man~ti~core!

man~ti~core!
man~ti~core!
it's
understandable
if he is acting
weird.

it's
hard
times.

man~ti~core!
man~ti~core!

plus there
are those
rumors that
they are
together...

man~ti~core!
man~ti~core!

man~ti~core!
man~ti~core!

man~ti~core!
man~ti~core!
man~ti~core!
man~ti~core!
man~ti~core!
man~ti~core!

thank you,
thank you
for the
support!

that's not
manticore.

good. It's
not like i am
watching it
on tv right
now.

thank
you...

this isn't
good, this
isn't good.
this isn't--

quiet you
insufferable
twit!

mr. cyril,
sir, we
have news.
i suggest
you sell

net results are
here. countess
crey is on the line
attempting to buy
the company again.

this time.

move all your
funds to overseas
accounts and flee
the country, sir.

and everything
shows that your
stocks will be
worthless as soon
as the market opens.

ignore
the
internet.

contact the
general. let
him know he
should return
to paragon.

tell the

"countess"
that we still
arn't for sale.
and as for
the stocks,
they aren't
worthless
yet. So get
back to work.

but
sir...

yes,
sir.

out.

...and
release the
creature.

pain is essential
i've said this before.
the pain leads you to
what is wrong-

you can't
be serious.
i am.

okay, look.
sister psyche
is in a coma,
right? most of
the phalanx is
away, maybe he
is just dealing
with all this in
his own way.
i mean for
all you know,
manticore
and sister
psyche could
be a couple.

you're
paranoid
you know
that.

yeah, that's
what everyone
keeps telling
me, but still.

-so you
can fix it.

that isn't
manticore.

the problem is
the pain only
tells you where.

did you ever
consider that
that's the
reason for him
acting strange ?

i've dealt with sensing
other people's pain since
i was a very young child.

not how.

...

sin ?

sin
stalker ?

your arm hurts, leg,
chest, could be any
number of things wrong.

what is
that ?

anyone
else sense
that ?!

pain is a neon
sign flashing
"danger ahead."

it's
possible,
although
i doubt it.

i'm used
to the big
neon sign.

oh no!

hm...

sometimes i can spot it
without the letters that
spell out "danger" -

what ?!

it's an
attack!

-without the
neon flash of
myself feeling
the pain itself.

we just recieved
reports from the
station. another
winterlord creature
is attacking just
west of here.

we can
all take
'em down!

if i'm so
wrong...
yeah, with
manticore
too!

yes!
manticore
team with
us!

i-of
course.

please!

come
on!

yes!

it's
headed
this way!

teaming with
manticore.
this should
be interesting.

quite exciting
although i am
more of a
statesman fan.
sweet!

so paranoid...

why does this
manticore
look like he
has a sign...

a sign he
is just
waiting
to turn on.

this is jason smith
for the paragon news
network, pnn.

just a few
minutes ago, a
super charged
sub-zero beast-

on the scene within
moments, was
manticore with a
large swarm of
heroes!

-a creature made of
ice and snow created
a rampage in western
atlas park.

chapter
chaptertwo:
two:
they smashed, they
blasted, they knocked
the tub of frost on his
keister and turned him
into the puddle of
water that he is!

"sacrifice"
"sacrifice"

it's a he right?an
it? she? uh... wha...

what's happening?!

oh, excuse me.
it seems we
have another
development.
apparently
one of the
heroes is...
he's confronting
manticore about
something...

it's a word you come
to know very well in
this life style.

"let's see what's
going on..."

what's he
talking
about?

what?

oh
no...

he's
crazy!

what did
you say
to me?

who are
you really?

I said,
you aren't
manticore.

hear
him out.

both sides do
it. villains
and heroes.

he's
delusional.

although with heroes,
they usually make the
sacrifices of themselves.

sacrifice.

free time,

sacrifice is something
all heroes know or
will know all too well.

relationships,
i think you
are a bit
confused.

that's
right.

when was the
last time
manticore spoke
in public?

yeah! give
proof!

health,
he isn't acting
like manticore
plus... i just
feel, i know he
isn't manticore.

no, i'm
not.

then there's
the "ultimate
sacrifice"...

what
proof do
you have?

proof!
proof!
i don't know
what he is, a
shapeshifter,
mind control,
a clone...

...your
own life.

what about the
guy manticore
has faced in the
past. protean.
you never know.

right now i am
sacrificing more
than you think.

protean,
do you
think?

i'm talking
like an idiot.

you dare come
at me for no
reason saying
i am secretly
my own
arch-nemesis,
the man who
killed my...

who do you
think you are?!
where do you
get the right?!

maybe we
should
teach'em a
lesson!

a sacrifice.

i'm acting stupid-

it was an
example.
my point
is...

--boo!

you aren't you.
maybe another
shapeshifter
or--

boo!

go
away!

boo!
leave
manticore
alone!

woah, woah.
calm down
everyone. sin
stalker here is
just mistaken,
yes, but that
doesn't mean
string him up.

leave!
forget it
biosphere-

get out
of here!

-but it's
just an act.

leave!
-i guess i... i
was wrong.
everyone sees
it's
manticore.

we all think
you're in the
wrong and
both of you
should leave.

yeah!

now.
boo! take
your friend
and get out
of here!

leave!
leave!

leave!

you guys
suck!

leave!

leave !!

in fact, i
think it's
best i leave
now too.

the great
dooshbag
sin $#*@&

nice job,
ya @$$s
i'm
sorry.

you guys
drove
him away!
sorry.

you
both
suck!
sorry...

aw...

stay...

work to
do, you
all know.

merry
christmas!

eat $%@#
and die!
sorry...

oh and
on tv for
crying
out loud!

i can't believe you
just said in front
of everyone that
their hero is fake.

my super
group is going
to have it in
for me now...

i shouldn't
have stood
up for you
back there.

i didn't say
their hero
was fake.

but you did. I was
impressed and it's
difficult to
impress me.

i said whatever
that was back
there, it wasn't
their hero.

if you need
anything.
anything at all.

you're
out of
your mind.

i know.

-ried...
>sigh<

>sigh< that
came out kind
of cruel. It's
just i'm wor-

>beep<
>beep<

>beep<
>beep<

>klik<
>klik<

"hello joseph.

...it's good
to see you
again.

hello julian.
what do
you need ?

i'm sorry that
i have to tell
you this,

i tried all i could
but after the stunt
you just pulled in
front of city hall...
we're officially
revoking your
funding.
>sigh< ...i did convince
them to let you keep
whatever money is still in
the account and whatever
you have saved up.
look, joseph, my family
was great friends of
yours back when your
great grandfather was
around so believe it or
not-

-i am worried about you,
son. over the past three
years you've become
increasingly more and
more paranoid.

now it's
cost you
your
funding.

since
before we
were born
the masons
have done
what they
can for the
betterment
of all
mankind.

I've always
been
paranoid
since the
beginning.

you throw
money at
problems.

--so now
it's time
to cut
from this
charity?

since wwII there
have been
growing numbers
of heroes
around the world
and the
freemasons
decided to help.

to some
degree,
yes...

we don't support
vigilantism but we do
support true heroes.
the ones that try but
still need help.

we do what we
can. yes we fund
many charities
but--

the heroes we fund we
need to trust. to know
they are the right
moral fiber needed.
to know that they
wouldn't abuse and
take the law into
their own hands.
we understood the
need for your dark
image, because of
your lack of
powers.
we overlooked your
increasing paranoia
because of your virtues
but its become something
that's only getting worse.

i thought you
choose to help
fund my superhero
antics so i could
do it full time?

because, as you've
said before, my great
grandfather was a
high-ranking member
of the masons.

yes
that's
true but--

i was a "hero"
back in my
hometown before
you all came to
me to fund me.

--how high of a
member was he in
your secret club
to influence so
many to support
and over look my

true i couldn't
keep a job
because of my
nightlife but i
was still able to
make a difference.

"antics"?

how high was my great
granddad to cause
this much debate,
because... as you've
said before, you were
all
divided about me
from the beginning ?

i don't think
there's anything
more we have to
discuss. i just
hope you know i
care and i'm not
the only one.
i just hope
you use
what's left
and start a
new life for
yourself.

you shouldn't
even know he
was a member.
so you've
said
before.

leave paragon,
get a real job, a
good woman,
marry and have
some kids.
have a life for
yourself,
please.
joseph,. before
its too late.

you keep calling
me joseph. he's
been gone for a
long time now.

it's only
sin stalker
that's left.
goodbye
julian.

goodbye...
sin stalker.

cycorp tower
sir, do we
have an
answer for
countess
crey?

how many times
do i have to tell
that witch, this
company is not
for sale!

but sir, she is
offering at
yesterday's
price.
through these
projections,
tomorrow this
company will be

bankrupt!

we'll
be fine.

you assume too
much and you
appear to be
lacking the
necessary skills
to know when not
to speak.
now tell the
"countess" that
this company is
not for sale and
never will be.

now where
is the
general ?

uh...

find
him.
now would be
one of those
times you
actually do
speak... idiot.

s-sir ?

by any
means. you
find him...

now!
y-yes sir. the
general is still out
of communication.
his last confirmed
location was in
eygpt-

...but he is
rumored to
be in europe
and even
canada.

his
services
will be
required.

crey industries
the office of
countess crey

countess crey,
mr. cyril has
rejected your
latest offer.

that

arrogant
bastard is
like a nat!
he needs to
learn when
his time
has come.

the paragon
city officies

yes but
wait a
bit.

should we
make another
offer,
countess?

**

what did
you do to
manticore?

yes ma'am.
anything
else you
need?

breakfast.

right
away.

well, well.
nice entrance.
all you
darker heroes
seem to do it.
manticore-ish,
but still done
very nice.

i bet you like to
dissapear when
someone looks
down or away while
in mid-sentence.

Countess Crey portrate
**from
the blue king city
of heroes comic ish #8

what did
you do to
manticore?

sin stalker, isn't it?
i saw your little
show with manticore
on the news. very
entertaining, if i do
say so.
now, sin
stalker, how
can we at crey
industries
assist you?
you've been
attempting to take
over the cyril
corporation for
some time now.

but i dont see
how any of
this is your
concern.

we attempt to take
over many businesses
every day. sometimes
they don't know what's
best for them.

you've done
something
to or with
manticore.
what ?

...you know this
started out
amusing but it's
becoming less
and less
entertaining.

i'm afraid you're
mistaken, as
many of you hero
folk are.

...
my door is there, sin
stalker, but since you
are a hero, the window
is across there.

good day.

three years i've
been in this city,
doing the same as
any other hero.
notanymore. this
is my city now.
remember that
the next time you
try and pull
something.

because when i take
you down, there won't
be any lawyer able to
pull you out of it.
not in my city.

thank
you for
that.

...entertaining.

is there anything
else you'd like to say
for the cameras, my
lawyers, or the
courts to go with
that threat of yours?

countess,
who are you
speaking to?
the first thing
i did was take
out your
surveillance.

hn. i have to say i
am impressed
this time. you
definitely can be
most...

no body.
just a
nobody.

elsewhere, at omega sector's base
the hero biosphere wanders aimlessly
through the mystical corridors.
hello?

hello?!
sacrifice

i'm looking for
the teleporters.
anyone around ?

i'm a bit lost... it being
a mystical vortex or
magical government
complex or realm or
whatever you guys
explained it as...
hello...
>sigh<
I hate magic.

it's something all
heroes have to do
eventually at least once.

it's something that
can't be measured-

-not until
it's complete.

only after it's over
can you fully feel
the weight of what's
been given up-

-of what's
been done.

sacrifice
.
to be continued
in obey part 2

NOTE OF THANKSso
so this
this time
time ii am
am over
over welmed
welmed by
by who
who to
to thank.
thank.

AS ALWAYS, MY SG MATES AND FRIENDS. YOU GUYS ARE EPIC!
TO THE C.C.C. OVERFLOWING WITH EPICNESS. WHAT'S THE C.C.C.?
WELL, YOU'LL JUST HAVE TO WAIT AND SEE...
another thanks is to torroes prime who was able to turn my
countess crey into the full-on npc countess in this issue.
without him, you would have been looking at a very crappy
looking version of her. Trust me, it looked bad. lol.
it's just plain awesome, stunning and I am still in shock.
i ASKED FOR HELP ON A VERY DIFFICULT PART IN THIS ISSUE AND NOT ONLY DID
PLAYERS COME AND HELP BUT THE HIGHER UPS. BACK ALLEY BRAWLER, EX
LIBRIS, NIV AND EVEN RUBY FROM THAT ATI CONTEST STUFF SHOWED UP.
SOMEWHERE AROUND 250 SHOWED UP TO HELP. I CAN'T SAY THANK YOU
AND WOW ENOUGH. JUST GOES TO SHOW YOU HOW COOL THE DEVS REALLY ARE
TO HELP THE PLAYERS/COMMUNITY OF THIS GAME.
NOW SOME OF YOU ARE SAYING, "YEAH, BUT IT'S JUST BACK ALLEY BRAWLER."
WELL YES, BABS IS THE DEV THAT SHOWED UP BUT DON'T FORGET, HE HAD TO
ASK PERMISSION TO DO SO. IT'S NCSOFT AND THE OTHER DEVS WHO GAVE THE
GREEN LIGHT.
I NEED TO MAKE SURE TO SAY THANK YOU TO EVERYONE WHO HELPED OUT
AND ALLOWED IT ALL TO WORK OUT. i MAY NOT KNOW THE NAMES OF ALL
THOSE THAT HAD A HAND IN IT BUT NEVER THE LESS,

THANK YOU!

THANK YOU FOR GIVING ME THE HELP I NEEDED TO CREATE THIS.
SINCERELY,

SIN STALKER AKA JOSEPH COHEN

SO THERE ARE ALOT OF CAMEOS IN THIS ISSUE AND I WANT TO TAKE A MOMENT
TO GIVE A LIST OF NAMES OF WHOS IN IT. IF I MISSED YOU, I AM SORRY as
my list of attendance is limited and demo corrupted at some point.
bubbawheat
bubbawheat
zekiran_immortal
zekiran_immortal
TECHONGYPTIAN
TECHONGYPTIAN
MS. CATERWAUL
CATERWAUL
MS.

thornster
thornster
flying_carcass
flying_carcass MR
MR MOUNTIE
MOUNTIE
BLAZE
BLAZE AMETHYST
AMETHYST
ANGELA
ANGELA SIREN
SIREN
CIVIC
CIVIC ENFORCER
ENFORCER
MAGNUS
MAGNUS VV
GUARDIAN XI
hericane
hericane
BLINDING
BLINDING PAIN
PAIN
WAR-WASP
WAR-WASP
KEGAN
FALLOUT
FALLOUT FENIX
FENIX GUARDIAN XI
KEGAN
ADILEH
ADILEH
VINAYAKI
DAZ
VINAYAKI
MIU
DAZ
XX LEGEND
LEGEND XX
XX
NUBITI
NUBITI MIU
XX
YIOP
PHANTOM
PHANTOM PALADIN
PALADIN
YIOP
SHADOW
SHADOW SPECTOR
SPECTOR
MINOR
MINOR FLAGG
FLAGG
ONITENCHU
ONITENCHU
SPECTACULAR
SPECTACULAR SPARKY
SPARKY
AHEM
AHEM
DARK
DARK DECIMATER
DECIMATER
dark_respite
dark_respite
captain
captain mezz
mezz
spykefury
spykefury
CRY
CRY OF
OF MUNINN
MUNINN
LEROY
LEROY FROST
FROST
KASEN
KASEN
GLOBAL
GLOBAL WARMING
WARMING MAN
MAN
BACK
BACK ALLEY
ALLEY BRAWLER
BRAWLER
MAD
MAD MATT
MATT
avrial
avrial
AGENT
AGENT
GOAT
GOAT
CHISISI
PINAY
PINAY PSYKIN
PSYKIN
CHISISI
IM-PERIUM
IM-PERIUM
DRIVEBY
DRIVEBY TRUCKER
TRUCKER
TERRASMASH
TERRASMASH
ALESSANDRA
ALESSANDRA MARIN
MARIN
PROJECT
PROJECT TW0
TW0 PERCENT
PERCENT
COMRADE IRON
IRON JOE
JOE
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thank you all again for coming out!

